Glow in the Dark Rocks

SUPPLIES
•Rocks
•Paintbrush
•White Paint
•Clear Paint
•Glow in the Dark Powder
•Stir Stick

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Gather all of your supplies up and place
down a piece of paper or sheet to cover the
table.

2. Open up the three white paint pots on
your strip. This paint is your primer. It helps
the glow in the dark paint to shine brighter.
Paint all of the rocks with it. You may want
to gather larger ones from outside, or paint
household items like buttons. Make sure
you wear paint clothes! Your fingers will get
messy.

3. Close your white paint pots and open up
your three clear paint pots.

4. Open up the glow powder and pinch the
middle of the opening so it looks like a
diamond. Gently add a small amount of glow
powder to each pot and stir using the stir
stick.

5. Paint your rocks using the glow in the dark
paint. The more layers of paint you add, the
brighter your glow will be!

6. After you have painted on as many layers
as you want, let the rocks dry for 1 hour.

TRY THIS!
Try painting a large rock to help illuminate
your steps outside.

Once you have finished painting all of your
rocks, use them to create a lighted pathway
to your house, room or any other area!
How does this help with light pollution?
The light that comes off of these glow in the
dark rocks is not enough to cause any one
of the different types of light pollution we
learned about in the Great Outdoors insert.
It is a great way to help people in the dark
find their way, without disrupting nature!
Can you think of other ways glow in the dark
paint could be used to help reduce light
pollution?

Try painting a design on a rock without
painting it white first. Your design will be
hard to see during the daytime, but will shine
brightly at night!

